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Abstract� We present an ��complete algebra of a class of deterministic

event structures� which are labelled prime event structures where the
labelling function satis�es a certain distinctness condition� The operators
of the algebra are summation� sequential composition and join� Each
of these gives rise to a monoid� in addition a number of distributivity
properties hold� Summation loosely corresponds to choice and join to
parallel composition� with however some nonstandard aspects�
The space of models is a complete partial order �in fact a complete lat�
tice	 in which all operators are continuous� hence minimal �xpoints can
be de�ned inductively� Moreover� the submodel relation can be captured
within the algebra by summation �x v y i
 x � y � y	� therefore the
e
ect of �xpoints can be captured by an in�nitary proof rule� yielding a
complete proof system for recursively de�ned deterministic event struc�
tures�

� Introduction

It is generally recognised that prime event structures constitute a fundamen�
tal partial order model of behaviour� analogous to synchronisation trees in the
�eld of interleaving models� In contrast to synchronisation trees however� there
is no algebraic theory for prime event structures that ��� is complete for �nite
structures and �	� extends easily to in�nite structures� especially those obtained
through �xpoint constructions� In this paper we present such a theory� although
not for the full class of event structures but rather for the subclass of determin�
istic ones �where the notion of determinism extends beyond that usually de�ned
for transition systems��

��� Models

First we give some basic de�nitions� Throughout the paper we assume a universe
of events E� ranged over by d� e� f � and a set of actions A� ranged over by a� b� c�
The following is the standard prime event structure model with general con
ict
�see Winskel �		��� extended slightly to account for termination�

� The research reported in this paper was partially supported by the HCM Cooperation
Network EXPRESS� �Expressiveness of Languages for Concurrency	 and the Esprit
Basic Research Working Group ���� CALIBAN �Causal Calculi Based on Nets	�



De�nition� event structures� An event structure is a tuple hE�X� ��C� �i
where

� E � E is a set of events
� X� E is a set of termination events such that E �X� � we also denote
EX� E �X

� � � E�EX is an irre
exive and transitive causal ordering relation which is
�nitary �for all e � EX the set fd � E j d � eg is �nite�

� C � Fin�EX� is a consistency predicate on �nite sets of events� which is sub�
set closed �F � G � C implies F � C� and such that all events are consistent
�feg � C for all e � EX�� termination events are pairwise inconsistent �for
all d� e � X� if fd� eg � C then d � e� and consistency propagates backwards
over causality �for all d� e � EX� if d � e � F � C then fdg � F � C�

� ��E � A is a labelling function �note that termination events are unla�
belled��

A con�guration is a consistent set F � C which is causally closed �d � e � F
implies d � F �� An lposet con�guration is a tuple p � hEp�Xp� �p� �pi where
Ep � E and Xp � X such that EXp is a con�guration �note that it follows that

jXpj � ��� and furthermore� �p � � � �Ep �EXp � and �p � � � Ep�

Notation� The class of all event structures is denoted ES and ranged over by
E  the lposet con�gurations of E are collected in P�E�� If E is a prime event
structure then we use EE � XE � �E � CE and �E to denote the components of E � If
F �� CE we say that the events in F are in con�ict�� Furthermore� for all d � EXE
we use 	E d �� fe � EE j e �E dg to denote the set of proper predecessors of d�

Brie
y� the intuition behind prime event structures is as follows� the causal
ordering relation expresses which events are necessary for others to occur� the
consistency predicate which events may occur together during a system run� This
intuition is formalised by the standard notion of con�gurations� which represent
partial runs� The lposet con�gurations� studied in Rensink ����� are basically
con�gurations enriched with the ordering relation and labelling function of the
event structure one may regard these again as �so�called elementary� event
structures where the consistency predicate is omitted the intuition is that all
events are consistent�

Two prime event structures E � F are isomorphic� denoted E 
� F � when there
exists a bijection ��EXE � EXF which preserves and re
ects causal ordering� con�
sistency and labelling in the standard way� Event structures are always regarded
up to isomorphism another way of saying this is that we are actually deal�
ing with isomorphism classes� although in practice we will use suitably chosen
representatives� For more details see Winskel �		�� The isomorphism classes of
the lposet con�gurations �regarded as elementary event structures� are in fact
pomsets with termination information we will call them pomset con�gurations�

� An important subclass of event structures are those with binary con�ict� see e�g�
Winskel ����� in which all sets of pairwise non�con�icting events are consistent� In
this paper� however� we need the more general notion of con�ict�
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Fig� �� Event structure examples

De�nition� An event structure E is called deterministic if for all d� e � E�

�	E d � 	E e� � �d� e � XE � �E �d� � �E �e�� � �d � e� �

Hence we call an event structure deterministic if distinct events either have di�er�
ent causal predecessors or distinct labels� This immediately extends to pomsets
as well� The class of all deterministic event structures is denoted DES��

It should be remarked that the above notion of determinism is less restrictive
than one might think� In particular� the resulting models are more general than
the deterministic behaviour models studied in �	��� If the ordering relation � is in
fact sequential� in the sense that all consistent events are ordered� then determin�
ism in the above sense precisely coincides with the usual notion of determinism
on trees� However� consider the left hand event structure in Fig� �� �Event names
are omitted from the picture the causal ordering is represented by arrows and
con
icting events are connected by dotted lines� where for the purpose of this
example we assume that con
ict is in fact binary�� The left hand structure is
easily seen to be deterministic in the sense of Def� 	� but the transition system
generated by the corresponding set of con�gurations is not deterministic in the
usual sense� for instance� from the con�guration consisting of the initial a�event�
there are two di�erent c�labelled events that are enabled�

On the other hand� the right hand event structure in Fig� � is in two places
nondeterministic� Namely� the two con
icting b�events have the same set of pre�
decessors and indeed this is the traditional form of nondeterminism� where from
a given state there are two con
icting ways to perform a certain action� Equa�
tionally� such a circumstance is ruled out by requiring x �y�z� � x y�x z� But
also� the two concurrent c�events have the same set of predecessors and hence
also violate the condition in Def� 	 hence certain forms of auto�concurrency
�concurrent occurrences of the same action� are also ruled out in deterministic
event structures �albeit not all forms� as can be seen from the c�events on the
left hand side� In our proof system below� such cases of nondeterminism are ruled
out by the analogous axiom x �yt z� � x ytx z �where t roughly corresponds
with parallel composition��

Another characterisation of determinism is that the partial runs of a system
completely determine the behaviour� This holds for deterministic event struc�
tures as well� if we take as partial runs pomset con�gurations� deterministic event

� Under an appropriate notion of morphism� DES is a re�ective subcategory of ES�
Details have to be omitted here� see ���� for a similar result on pomsets�



Table �� Theory Ax over signature � � f�� ���� ��tg

� � x � x ��	
�x� y	 � z � x� �y � z	 ��	

x� y � y � x ��	
x� x � x ��	
��x � x ��	
x�� � x ��	

�x�y	� z � x� �y� z	 ��	
� t x � x ��	

�x t y	 t z � x t �y t z	 ��	
x t y � y t x ���	
��x � � ���	
x� � � x t � ���	

�x� y	� z � x� z � y� z ���	
x� �y � z	 � x� y � x� z ���	

x t �y � z	 � �x t y	 � �x t z	 ���	
x� �y t z	 � x� y t x� z ���	

structures are basically the same objects as pre�x closed sets of deterministic
pomsets� �Deterministic pomsets are studied in detail in Rensink �	����

Proposition�� P is a bijection between �isomorphism classes of� deterministic
event structures and pre�x closed sets of deterministic pomsets�

It should be noted that many event structure variations known from the liter�
ature can be regarded as deterministic event structures in which the labelling
function maps not to actions but to an intermediate layer of abstract events�
which are in turn labelled by actions� Alternatively� one may treat the labels
of deterministic event structures as such abstract events� and add another layer
of labels on top of them this would allow one to get around the restriction of
determinism� although at the price of adding a layer of complexity and almost
certainly losing completeness�

�� Language and Theory

Consider the signature � � f	� 
��� �tg� with approximately the following in�
tuition� 	 denotes deadlock and 
 successful termination E � F expresses the
choice between E and F � although isomorphic initial parts are merged together
�so determinism is preserved� E F is the sequential composition and E tF the
join of two event structures� where the latter is a kind of parallel composition
except that isomorphic initial parts are again merged rather than put in parallel�
Over this signature we consider the equational theory Ax presented in Table 	�
It is seen that each of the operators of � gives rise to a monoid� which for sum�
mation and join is commutative and idempotent �x t x � x is derivable� the
neutral elements of sequential composition and join coincide on the constant for



successful termination the neutral element of summation is the deadlock con�
stant� which is moreover left cancellative for sequential composition whereas its
e�ect as a right operand of sequential composition equals its e�ect as an operand
of join� Furthermore� there is a number of distributivity properties�

If one compares Ax with the standard axiom system of ACP �see Bergstra and
Klop ���� Baeten and Weijland ���� then the di�erence is that we have Axiom �	
and the distributivity properties in Axioms ������ As discussed above� the latter
capture the notion of determinism� �It should be remarked� however� that these
axioms are crucial to the completeness result of this paper one cannot simply
drop them and so obtain a complete theory of arbitrary event structures��

��� Results

The main theorem of this paper� presented in Sect� 	� is that Ax is complete for
isomorphism of �nite structures in DES� and ��complete if A is large enough�
That is� not only can all �nite deterministic event structures be denoted� but
also all terms denoting isomorphic event structures are provably equal in Ax�

Furthermore� it is straightforward to generalise the theory to in�nite struc�
tures� This is worked out in Sect� �� DES is in fact a complete lattice under
the submodel relation de�ned by x v y �� x � y � y� The distributivity
properties in Axioms ����� already imply that sequential composition and join
are monotonic with respect to v the corresponding semantic operators are in
fact continuous� It follows that all context�free equations in � have inductively
de�ned least �xpoint solutions� This makes it feasible to add a least �xpoint con�
structor �x� t to the language �with x � V an arbitrary variable occurring free
in the term t� and thereby allow the recursive de�nition of in�nite behaviour�

A simple guardedness condition on terms characterises those recursive equa�
tions with a unique �xpoint solution� This provides us with an additional proof
rule for such guarded terms t�

x � t�x�y�
x � �y� t

Finally� the fact that the submodel relation can be characterised within the
language allows us some degree of inductive reasoning as well� In particular� for
arbitrary t one may infer�

tix v y for all i � N
�x� t v y

�where the tix denote inductive approximations of �x� t�� The resulting proof
system is then ��complete for � with recursion�

� Soundness and Completeness

In this section we discuss the �rst of our main claims� that the theory in Table 	
is complete for isomorphism of deterministic event structures� For this purpose�



we �rst de�ne a ��algebra on deterministic event structures� The constants 	 and

 and actions s � A are modelled by the following deterministic event structures�

E� �� h������ f�g��i

E� �� h�� feg��� f�� fegg��i

Ea �� hfdg� feg� f�d� e�g� f�� fdg� feg� fd� egg� f�d� a�gi �a � A��

To de�ne the operators we need some additional notions� If  � E� is a relation
over events� then the domain of  is given by dom � fe � E j �d � E� �e� d� � g
and the codomain by cod  � fe � E j �d � E� �d� e� � g� We denote F  G
whenever F � dom and G � fe j �d � F� �d� e� � g� A pre�x relation between
E and F is a relation  � EXE � EXF such that

 � f�d� e� j ��d� e� � �XE �XF � � �E �d� � �F �e�� � �	E d�  �	F e�g �

By induction on the depth� it is straightforward to establish that between ar�
bitrary E �F � DES there is a unique pre�x relation � which is one�to�one
��d� e�� �d� e�� �  implies e � e�� and injective ��d� e�� �d�� e� �  implies d � d���
In the following� we use a special symbol � �� E� and we assume that E is closed
under pairing� i�e�� �E � f�g�� � E� For arbitrary E � E and i � �� 	 we use
�i�E� � fei j �e�� e�� � Eg�

De�nition� summation� Let E �F � DES and let  be the pre�x relation
between them� The sum of E and F is given by E �F � hE�X� ��C� �i where

E � ��EE r dom� � f�g� � �f�g � �EF r cod �� � � � �EE � EF��

X� ��XE r dom� � f�g� � �f�g � �XF r cod �� � � � �XE �XF ��

� � f��d� e�� �d�� e��� � E � EX j �d �E d
� � d� � �� � �e �F e� � e� � ��g

C � fF � EX j ���F � � CE � ���F � � CFg

� � f��d� e�� a� � E �A j a � �E �d� � a � �F �e�g �

This basically corresponds to the usual de�nition of choice on event structures�
except that where usually one requires EE � EF � �� here we merge parts of
the operands E and F � viz� those parts that are related by � If  � � then
the de�nition is in fact precisely that of choice� The following is the natural
de�nition of sequential composition on event structures� where a copy of the
second operand is created and appended at every exit point of the �rst operand�

De�nition
 sequential composition� Let E �F � DES� The sequential com�
position of E and F is given by E F � hE�X� ��C� �i where

E � �EE � f�g� � �XE �EF �

X� XE �XF

� � f��d� e�� �d�� e��� � E �EX j d �E d
� � �d � d� � e �F e��g

C � fF � EX j ���F � � CE � ���F �r f�g � CFg

� � f��d� e�� a� � E �A j a � �E �d� � a � �F �e�g �



Finally� we de�ne the join of two event structures� which again merges the �
related parts� The di�erence with summation is twofold� in the join of two struc�
tures� two events are con
icting if its projection is con
icting in either of its
operands rather than both its operands as for choice and termination events are
synchronised� If  � � then join coincides with the standard de�nition of parallel
composition �without synchronisation� of event structures�

De�nition� join� Let E �F � DES and let  be the unique pre�x relation
between them� The join of E and F is given by E t F � hE�X� ��C� �i where

E � ��EE r dom� � f�g� � �f�g � �EF r cod �� � � � �EE � EF��

X� XE �XF

� � f��d� e�� �d�� e��� � E � EX j �d �E d
� � d� � �� � �e �F e� � e� � ��g

C � fF �G �H j F�G � E �H � X� ���F �H� � CE � ���G �H� � CFg

� � f��d� e�� a� � E �A j a � �E �d� � a � �F �e�g �

Note that these operations extend to lposets if we ignore the consistency pred�
icate� The following properties may provide more insight into these operations�
and will be important in the next section�

P�E � F� � P�E� � P�F� ����

P�E F� � fp q j p � P�E�� q � P�F�g ����

P�E t F� � fp t q j p � P�E�� q � P�F�g � ����

In fact� due to Prop� �� these equations in themselves completely characterise
the operations� This establishes the interpretation of �� It is now important to
distinguish carefully between objects �event structures� and their denotations
�terms of ��� T��V�� ranged over by s� t� will denote the set of ��terms on
generators A and variables V� and T� the corresponding set of ground terms�
i�e� terms without variables� A substitution is a function ��V� T��V�� usually
denoted by a list s�x� t�y etc� of the non�identity substitutions� � is called ground
if its images are ground terms� Substitutions inductively give rise to functions
��T��V� � T��V� �note the overloading of the symbol �� applications of the
latter are post�x denoted� e�g� t�� The semantics of � is expressed by a function
�� ���T� �DES de�ned inductively on the structure of ground terms�

Example ��

�� The left hand event structure in Fig� � is generated by ��c bt �a ct c� a��
b� 	

	� The term �a t b� � �b t c� � �a t c� yields an event structure E where con�

ict is not binary� if �E�ex� � x then fea� ebg� feb� ecg� fea� ecg � CE but
fea� eb� ecg �� CE �

The following soundness theorem states that the semantics is well�behaved in
that it maps to the intended class of models �deterministic event structures� and
preserves provable equality as event structure isomorphism in other words� that
DES is indeed a model of Ax�



Theorem� soundness� For arbitrary s� t � T� 	 ��t�� � DES and Ax � s � t
implies ��s�� � ��t���

Next� we state that all the objects of our model can be denoted� For the proof�
the following meta�notation is convenient�

P
T for �nite sets T � T� stands for

the sum of all t � T � where
P
� � 	 and

P
ftg � t� This meta�notation is well�

de�ned up to provable equality of terms� due to the fact that � is commutative�
associative and idempotent with identity 	 �Axioms ����� Similarly�

F
T for �nite

T stands for the join of all t � T � where
F
� � 
� Now we inductively de�ne

functions R�S�DES� T� as follows�

R�E� ��
P

p�P�E��jXpj��
S�p� 	 �

P
p�P�E��jXpj��

S�p�

S�E� ��
F
e�EE

S�E � 	E e� �E �e� �

S�DES � T� is only de�ned on elementary event structures �where EE � CE�
such that ��S�E� 	�� � E � Hence R decomposes E into the sum of all its lposet
con�gurations� which in turn are constructed as the join of their elements� The
following theorem states that this yields denotations for all �nite structures�

Theorem� no junk� E � ��R�E��� for all �nite E �DES�

Finally� we state that Ax is strong enough to prove all equalities that hold in
the model�

Theorem	 no confusion� For all s� t � T� 	 if ��s�� � ��t�� then Ax � s � t�

As usual� this theorem is proved by rewriting terms to normal forms�

De�nition�� normal forms� A term t � T� is in elementary normal form
if it is of the form t � �

F
T � a� where T is a closed set of elementary normal

form terms in the sense that if �
F
T �� a� � T then T � � T � Furthermore� t is in

normal form if it is of the form

t �
P

m�M �
F
Tm� 	 �

P
n�N �

F
Tn� �

where N � M and for all m � M � Tm is a closed set of elementary form terms
such that if T � Tm is a closed set of elementary form terms then T � Tk for
some k �M �

A brief explanation is called for� An elementary normal form �
F
T � a correspond

to topped deterministic pomsets� i�e�� with a greatest element� in fact� the subtermF
T yields the pomset minus its greatest element� whereas a is the label of the

top element� The closure of T is necessary to obtain uniqueness� It is a fact
that every �nite deterministic pomset can be obtained as the �nite join of such
�topped� ones see Rensink �	��� Normal forms consist of a set of deterministic
pomsets ��rst component�� a subset of which is terminated �second component��

The function R used in the proof of Th� � in fact yields normal forms more�
over� R is left inverse of the semantic mapping on normal forms� It follows that
there is at most one normal form term describing a given event structure�



Lemma�� normal forms are unique� R���t��� � t for all normal forms t�

It follows that syntactically di�erent normal form terms yield di�erent pomsets�
which is one of the two crucial properties of normal forms� The second crucial
property is that every term can be rewritten up to provable equality to a nor�
mal form term� To see that this holds� we de�ne a function norm�T� � T�
which constructs normal forms� Assume that norm�ti� �

P
m�Mi

�
F
Tm�  	 �P

n�Ni
�
F
Tn� for i � �� 	 then norm is de�ned inductively as follows

norm�	� ��
P
f
 	g�

P
�

norm�
� ��
P
f
 	g�

P
f
g

norm�a� ��
P
f�
F
f
 ag� 	g�

P
f
F
f
 agg

norm�t� � t�� ��
P

m�M��M�

�
F
Tm�  	 �

P
n�N��N�

�
F
Tn�

norm�t� t�� ��
P

m��M��ni�Ni
�
F
Tm�

� fnorm���
F
Tn�� s� j s � Tm�

g�  	

�
P

ni�Ni
�
F
fnorm���

F
Tn�� s� j s � Tn�g�

norm�t� t t�� ��
P

mi�Mi
�
F
Tm�

� Tm�
�  	 �

P
ni�Ni

�
F
Tn� � Tn��

Here� norm��T� � T� is an auxiliary function inductively de�ned on terms of
the form t s where t �

F
Tt �Tt a closed set of elementary normal forms� and

s � �
F
Ts� a is an elementary normal form�

norm ��t s� � �
F
fnorm��t s��� j s� � Tsg� a

It can be proved by induction on the term structure that for such t and s� norm�

always yields an elementary normal form term such that Ax � t s � norm��t s��
and that for all t � T�� norm�t� yields a normal form term provably equal to t�

Lemma� normal forms exist� For all terms t � T� 	 norm�t� is in normal
form and Ax � t � norm�t��

Theorem � is then proved as follows� if ��s�� � ��t�� for two terms s� t � T� then
Lemma �	 and Lemma �� imply Ax � s � norm�s� � R���s��� � R���t��� �
norm�t� � t�

If there are enough elements around �A is large enough� then not only the
completeness property of Th� � holds� but one which is even stronger� viz� com�
pleteness for open terms� This is the property that if two open terms denote
the same object under arbitrary ground substitutions then they are are provably
equal before substitution� See e�g� ��	� ��� ��� for a general discussion�

Theorem�� Ax is ��complete� Assume jAj � �� For all s� t � T��V�	 if
��s��� � ��t��� for all ground substitutions ��V� T� then Ax � s � t�

The side condition jAj � � is needed to ensure that for any pair of terms
s� t � T��V� there are enough �unused elements�� i�e� not occurring in s or t�
to �encode� the free variables of t� For instance� if jAj � � then Ax is not ��
complete� The deterministic event structures over a one�element action set are



in fact sequential� and hence for instance x y � yx holds under all ground
substitutions� However� this equations are not provable in Ax �and in fact does
not hold in general�� hence ��completeness does not hold�

To prove ��completeness one can apply the technique described by Heering
in ���� and by Lazrek� Lescanne and Thiel in ����� which uses open normal forms
with the following properties�

� for any open term there is an open normal form that is provably equal to it
� for any pair of di�erent open normal forms there is a �characteristic� ground
substitution that maps them to �closed� terms denoting di�erent objects�

In our case� open normal forms are a simple variation on Def� �� in which vari�
ables x are treated in the exact same way as actions a� Since Ax does not
distinguish between variables and actions� the �rst step of the ��completeness
proof is immediate� The characteristic substitution required in the second step
is obtained by mapping every variable to a distinct new element�

� In�nite and Recursive Behaviour

The signature � only allows to express �nite behaviour� For the description of
in�nite behaviour there are basically two mechanisms known from the literature�
a constructor for unbounded repetition �the Kleene star� and a constructor for
�least or greatest� �xpoints with respect to some ordering� We investigate the
latter� It should be noted that this section mostly relies on standard theory� the
applicability of which follows from the developments above�

The ordering on which the �xpoints will be based is generated by summation�

x v y �� x� y � y �

In terms of deterministic event structures� this implies that E v F i� the pre�x
relation  between E and F is total on EXE � Taking ���� into account� it follows
that for arbitrary deterministic event structures E �F

E v F � P�E� � P�F� �

Standard order theory implies that the space of nonempty pre�x closed sets
of deterministic pomsets is a complete lattice under the subset relation� with
unions as suprema� intersections as in�ma� and the singleton set consisting of
the empty pomset as the bottom element� Due to Prop� � it follows that DES�
too� is a complete lattice under v as de�ned above� with bottom element E��
The supremum of fEigi�I can be regarded as the in�nite sum

P
i�I Ei� The

properties ��������� then imply that all operators of � are continuous w�r�t�
v� As a consequence� arbitrary open terms� when regarded as functions over
DES� are continuous in all variables and hence give rise to inductively de�nable
least �and greatest� �xpoints� The approximations of t in x are de�ned as usual�
t�x �� 	 and ti��x �� t�tix�x� for all i � N�



Theorem�� least �xpoints� For all t � T��fxg�	 E �
P

i�N��t
i
x�� is the v�

smallest deterministic event structure such that ��t���E� � E �where ��t�� is inter�
preted as a function in x��

To be able to denote such behaviours �without having to introduce in�nitary
sums� one can use the extended signature �� � � �f�xg

x�V where the �x are
second�order �xpoint constructors whose e�ect on event structures is de�ned by

���x� t�� ��
P

i�N��t
i
x�� � �	��

To reason equationally about �xpoint terms� one may �rst of all add the axiom
of unfolding�

�x� t � t��x� t�x� � �	��

The validity follows immediately from �	�� in combination with the de�nition of
the approximations tix� However� the resulting proof system is not complete for
instance the �valid� equation

a ��x� b ax� � �y� a b y �		�

cannot be proved using unfolding� There are two �standard� ways in which the
power of the proof system can be extended further� The �rst relies on uniqueness
of �xpoint solutions it has the advantage that reasoning remains �nite� but it
does not restore completeness�

De�nition�
 guardedness� Let t� u � T��
�V� with x � V�

� 	 and a are guarded in x �a � A arbitrary�
� 
 and y are not guarded in x �y � V arbitrary�
� t� u and t t u are guarded in x i� both t and u are
� tu is guarded in x i� t is
� �y� t is guarded in x i� t is guarded in x and y�

One can prove that if t is guarded in x� then ��t���E� is completely determined
up to depth n by the fragment of E up to depth n � �� But then the minimal
�xpoint �x� t and the maximal �xpoint �x� t �which is de�ned in an analogous
fashion by approximating from above� i�e�� starting with the top element ofDES�
are identical up to arbitrary depth� hence identical hence the �xpoint equation
x � t�x�y� has x � �y� t as its unique solution� But then the following rule holds�

x � t�x�y� �y guarded in t�
x � �y� t �	��

Indeed� this su�ces to prove �		� above� �	�� together with Axiom � implies
a ��x� b ax� � a b �a ��x� b ax�� � a b �a ��x� b ax��� and hence �	�� is
applicable for t � a b y� Unfortunately� the proof system continues to be incom�
plete� To obtain completeness for T��

we have to allow in�nitary reasoning� One
way is to introduce in�nitary terms� in particular the in�nite sums shown above�
This in fact gets us more than we wanted� since in principle every in�nite de�
terministic event structure can then be denoted� rather than just the recursively



de�ned ones we are considering� A more restricted idea is to express the fact
that �x� t is the v�in�mum of its approximations� in the form of the following
in�nitary proof rule�

s�tix�y� v z for all i � N
s��x� t�y� v z �	��

Here s and t are arbitrary� i�e�� not necessarily guarded� The validity of �	��
is immediate� since summation distributes over all other operands� and hence
s��x� t�y� � s�

P
i�Nt

i
x�y� �

P
i�Ns�t

i
x�y�� �Note� the dual statement s�tix�y� v

s��x�t�y� can be derived from �	�� by induction on i�� The resulting proof system
Ax�� consisting of Ax and �	��� is ����complete for equality of terms in T��

�

Theorem�� Ax� is sound and complete� For all s� t � T��
	 ��s�� � ��t�� if

and only if Ax� � s � t�

Proof sketch for completeness� To prove s � t� prove s v t and t v s
separately by approximating the outermost �xpoint operators in respectively s
and t� proving the inequalities for the resulting terms� and applying �	��� To see
that such inequality proofs s v t can always be carried through� bear in mind
that for �nite s� i�e� not containing �xpoints� s v t i� s v t� for some t� obtained
by substituting high enough approximations for all the �xpoint subterms of t�
By induction on the number of �xpoints in s it then follows that s v t is provable
for arbitrary s� ut

The next theorem states ��completeness� This is independent of Th� �� since it
inherits the assumption in Th� �� that there are enough labels in A however�
the proof strategy is identical�

Theorem�� Ax� is ��complete� Assume jAj � �� For all s� t � T��
�V�	 if

��s��� � ��t��� for all ground substitutions ��V� T��
then Ax� � s � t�

� Concluding Remarks

We brie
y review the results we have achieved and try to put them into a
somewhat wider context� In addition� we compare our work with several existing
results�

��� Evaluation

The results we have achieved� consisting of an ��complete theory for a particular
class of event�based models including recursively de�ned ones� are rather strong
but will be hard to extend or transfer to other classes of models� They are strong
because they represent about the best one can expect in equational reasoning in
fact we do not know of other ��completeness results for similar �event�based or
causality�based� models� They will be hard to extend because the operators we
have used are quite speci�c for the type of model we have studied� Especially the
restriction to deterministic models is rather severe but also quite essential to our



setup� In the introduction we have already suggested that by adding a layer of
labelling one can in a sense get around this restriction� but probably only at the
price of losing completeness� A similar remark can be made concerning the fact
that our models have general� rather than binary� con
ict� to restrict to binary
con
ict does not at all seem easy�

Because of the above� we regard the work presented in this paper in a sense
as an �end point�� presenting somehow the maximum that can be achieved
using this particular approach� However� the algebra itself lends itself to further
study� For instance� one may try to characterise other� weaker equivalences such
as history preserving bisimulation �cf� Rabinovich and Trakhtenbrot ����� Van
Glabbeek and Goltz ����� by adding axioms to Ax� or� regarding our labels A
as abstract events rather than actions� one may study the di�erences between
various types of event�based models such as �for example� 
ow or stable event
structures �cf� ��� 		�� in terms of Ax��

�� Comparison

Let us review a few comparable results in the literature� Quite close to this
paper is the theory of series�parallel pomsets cf� Grabowski ����� Pratt �����
Gischer ���� Aceto �	�� The syntactic di�erence with our theory is minimal� they
do not have Axiom �� and additionally have x 	 � 	� However� the resulting
class of pomsets is quite di�erent� and their theory deals with augmentation
closed rather than pre�x closed sets of pomsets� Indeed� outside the class of
deterministic pomsets the pre�x relation is not so well�behaved� as shown in
Rensink �	��� and consequently the connection to event structures expressed in
Prop� � is lost immediately�With respect to in�nite models� ��� and ���� consider
regular expressions but not generally recursive ones�

Worth mentioning is also Boudol and Castellani ���� who present a theory
of �nondeterministic� event structures inspired by the work on series�parallel
pomsets� They omit all distributivity properties� The class of event structures
that can then be denoted is restricted in quite a di�erent sense than ours� certain
order structures cannot be generated� a limitation which is inherited directly
from the series�parallel pomsets� In�nite behaviour is not considered�

Another approach constitute the Mazurkiewicz traces� investigated e�g� by
Mazurkiewicz in ���� and by Aaldersberg and Rozenberg in ���� These in fact form
a subclass of deterministic pomsets however� the operation of partially commuta�
tive concatenation on traces is really incomparable with any of ours� it combines
aspects of sequential composition and join� The relation of Mazurkiewicz traces
to event structures is discussed exhaustively in Nielsen� Sassone and Winskel
����� In�nite traces are considered especially in the form of regular languages�

Finally� consider the treatment of deadlock and successful termination� In ����
there is a single constant combining properties of both in ���� deadlock is right
cancellative for sequential composition� See also De Nicola and Labella ��� for a
discussion of this point� Our theory was motivated by the wish to obtain mo�
notonicity �in fact� continuity� of sequential composition � hence deadlock and



successful termination are distinguished � and to remain� in some sense� opera�
tional � hence sequential composition is not right cancellative� This is compatible
with the interleaving theory of ACP presented e�g� in Baeten and Weijland ����
albeit Axiom �	 is not a basic axiom there �but is inductively derivable��
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